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Free Brawler Strat Guide And Strategy Guide For It!. Free Brawler Strat Guide And Strategy Guide For It!. Sleuth: Invisible Cuffs for the Eiffel Tower (no commentary). My best
advice is to learn how to chain like a boss, because you have such.Q: JNI failure with Qt Creator I have a Java application. And now I want to use Java with c++. I am following
the Wikipedia tutorial and based on it I started to work on a Qt project. What I want to do is to add some functionality in my Java application to which I added JNI and then my

main application will use JNI. I have a problem when I am doing the compile which is the following; C:\Projects\Kitten\mainapp\src\MyJNI.java:12: error: package jni.testjni.myIvar
does not exist Here is my code; Kitten.cpp #include "MyJNI.h" #include /* * Class: jni.testjni.MyJNI * Method: init() * Signature: ()V */ JNIEXPORT void JNICALL

Java_jni_testjni_MyJNI_init(JNIEnv *env, jobject obj){ jclass clazz = env->FindClass("jni.testjni.MyJNI"); if (clazz == NULL) { fprintf(stderr, "jni.testjni.MyJNI.init(): No such class");
return; } } MyJNI.java package jni.testjni; public class MyJNI { // this is my very own method static native void myIvar(); } Can someone point me why I am doing this wrong? A:

I found the solution. I had to declare public static JniMethod myIvar() inside MyJNI
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